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Uniform Policy
Section 1: Policy and Guiding Principles
The uniform at Bede Academy is a very tangible element of the academy ethos. It is a ‘non-negotiable’
with each student that their uniform and personal appearance are of the highest standard. Bede students
are an immense credit to the academy through their smart appearance, and staff work hard to support
students in maintaining these high standards. The academy appreciates the support of parents in ensuring
that students are well presented and equipped with the correct uniform items, so that there is no
distraction from the core business of learning.
Through their uniform, we want each student to:
• Feel a sense of belonging.
• Look smart, tidy and modestly dressed.
• Work safely and effectively.
• Establish an identity within the community and build an excellent reputation for the academy
and our students.
• Avoid flaunting wealth, making others feel inferior and excluding others.
It will minimise the potential for bullying, given that all students will be equal in the way they dress, with
no differential in terms of branded items.
Students and parents are asked to respect these principles, keeping their preference for a particular
fashion for evenings, weekends and holidays.
As an academy that is committed to serving our community well, and mindful of the new government
legislation (2021) regarding the cost of uniform we are committed to ensuring that:
• Our uniform is good value for money, being hardwearing, good quality and low cost
• The number of branded items is minimised
• Styles are readily available for purchase on the high street / in supermarkets
• The uniform is adaptable for all weather conditions to maximise comfort

Section 2: Uniform Requirements
a) Daywear Uniform
For all students, of all ages, parents must ensure that all equipment, bags and clothing are clearly
labelled with the student’s name. Lost property is returned to Reception at both sites, in the first
instance. If it is named, it will be passed back to the child’s Form Tutor (Secondary) or Class Teacher
(Primary). If unclaimed, it is placed in the lost property store which is emptied at the end of each term.
Students (and parents: Primary) are invited to view unclaimed lost property at regular intervals and if it
remains unclaimed after a term, it is washed and made available as spare kit for the benefit of other
students, or donated to a charity.

The sections below outline daywear and sportswear requirements for students at Bede Academy, and
the systems of sanctions and follow up for those who do not wear the correct uniform. There is also
information about permissible hair styles, coats, bags and footwear for students of all ages.
On entry to the academy in the morning, students are required to remove outer coats in order that
their uniform is clearly visible to members of staff at the building entrance (Secondary site only). All
Students are expected to wear full uniform smartly on the way to and from the academy.

Primary Years
The uniform is progressive as students move through the primary years. In Nursery, Reception and Year
1, students wear white polo shirts with the academy badge and as they move to Year 2 they wear a shirt
and elasticated tie, from Year 3 they wear a standard tie and in Year 6 they wear a blazer. From Nursery
to Year 5, they also have the option of wearing gingham dresses and short after the Easter break.
Please see the y6-11 Day wear style guide – Appendix 1
Secondary Years
From Year 6-11, the academy uniform centres around the Bede Academy green blazer, along with a fixed
style of skirt and trousers. This is outlined in the illustrations below. To accompany the blazer, shirt and
tie, students choose from either:
1. Black school trousers. These can be sourced from any shop, but must satisfy the following
criteria:
a. Plain black, straight leg, smart school trousers
b. No jeans style / skinny leg / cropped styles permitted
Trousers can also be purchased through the academy uniform shop.
2. Black pleated school skirt (both box pleat and knife pleats are acceptable). These can be sourced
from any shop, but must satisfy the following criteria:
a. The skirt length must be NO SHORTER than within an inch of the knee
b. Skirts must not be rolled
3. Black jumper (OPTIONAL). Students are permitted to wear a plain black v-neck jumper
underneath their blazer. This must be a school uniform style item, readily available on the high
street and from supermarkets
Please see the y6-11 Day wear style guide – Appendix 2, and the How to Order guides – Appendix 8-9

Sixth Form
In Years 12-13, students wear a smart black business suit. There is no badging to the blazers, with the
deliberate intention of providing students with a suit that can be worn for job interviews or working in a
business environment in the future. Students in sixth form are held to high account for their
presentation, as we recognise that they are role models for younger years. Students are no longer
required to purchase their suit through our uniform supplier, but must ensure that any suit purchased
independently satisfies the following criteria:

1. Jackets must be suit style: plain black single breasted blazer, with a mimimum of two button
fastenings. They must be cotton or linen mix, and not leather or denim.
2. Trousers must be smart suit trousers / school trousers which are tailored and straight leg
style, not cropped, or tightly fitting. They must be of a fabric to match the jacket
3. Skirts can EITHER be pleated (so that students moving from year 11 into sixth form do not
need to purchase a new skirt) OR pencil style. They must be smart and business-like, and
within an inch of the knee.
The suit is accompanied by a white shirt and sixth form tie. Students are also permitted to wear a plain
black v-neck jumper underneath their blazer.
All sixth form students who are given leadership roles, such as House Captains and Head Boy / Head Girl
are provided with a personalised mid-layer top which can be worn for PE, and also worn to promote
house events, in recognition of their role.
Please see appendixes:
• Sixth Form Day wear style guide – Appendix 3
• Sixth Form sportswear style guide – Appendix 6
• Caring for your suit – Appendix 7
• Ordering your first Sixth Form uniform – Appendix 10
Additional points regarding how to wear the uniform – All year groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Girls’ skirts must be within an inch of the knee, and must not be rolled or folded over at the
waist.
Trousers must be pulled up properly, using a plain black belt if required (Secondary years only)
Shirts and blouses must be kept fully tucked in and all buttons fastened. Epaulettes or buttondown collars are not allowed.
Blazers are to be fastened at all times, and sleeves must not be rolled up. Any buttons lost on
blazers must be repaired that day, by reporting to the Pastoral Office (Secondary) or Button Club
(Primary).
Blazers are to be worn at all times in the building: between lessons and when stepping out of a
classroom. Students may only take off blazers when agreed by their teacher.
There will be occasions where it is compulsory for blazers to be removed, on the instruction of
teaching staff; for example in practical Engineering lessons and in some public events such as
Presentation Day.
Ties are to be worn waist length and pulled up to cover the top shirt button. Knots must be
slender and all shirt buttons should be covered.
In Years 10 and 11 students wear the distinctive senior academy tie, and Year 12/13 Prefects /
House Captains will wear the silver striped Leadership tie, which will be provided by the
academy.
Girls should wear white or neutral coloured bras, so that they are not visible through their blouse.
Trousers are to be smart black school trousers, which are full length and an appropriate style for
school. They cannot be ‘skinny fit’ in style nor can they be ‘jean cut’.

Shoes
Style guides can be viewed on the academy website and in the Bede Academy Uniform Shop for
permitted shoe styles, if parents require further guidance. The academy shop does not stock shoes, but
will happily advise parents regarding local stockists and appropriate styles.
Primary years
Secondary years
Sixth form
Shoes must be plain black, smart, sensible, polishable and laced. Shoes with distinctive fashion features
such as buckles, logos, flashing lights, tags or any metallic adornment are not permitted, neither are
shoes with heavy sole cleats, boots, training shoes, patent leather or moccasin style shoes. Girls’ shoes
with kitten or stiletto heels are also a hazard to wooden floors and in emergency situations, such as rapid
evacuations of the buildings and are, therefore, not permitted.
Shoes must not be slip-ons, for boys or girls, and must not have a
Small heels are permitted on girls
heel, for health and safety reasons. Shoes must provide sturdy
shoes, but must be no higher
protection. “Trainer-style” shoes must be avoided. Shoes should not than 4cm from the instep to the
have any coloured decoration or logos
heel
Girls shoes must be
Girls shoes must cover the top of the
Slip on shoes are permitted, but
fastenable over the top
foot and be lace-up fastening. See the
they must be polishable and
of the foot (eg. T-bar,
shoe style guide for further guidance
smart
Velcro, buckle strap or
regarding permissible styles.
lace up).
Hair

Reception – year 11
Sixth Form
Extremes in fashion are not appropriate for school and nor is hair which is either excessively long or short.
Hair must not obscure students’ ability to make good eye contact with staff at all times. Hairstyles must be
smart and business-like.
• Hair must be natural in colour and not dyed or streaked.
• Students with long hair are
permitted to wear their hair
• Hair must not be permed, crimped, braided or intricately
loose, except for in practical
plaited and hair products to style the hair are not permitted.
lessons, where it must be tied
• Long hair must be tied up with bottle green, navy or black
back. Hair products are
hair bands / clips and should not be left loose. It should not
permitted, provided hair
fall into the eyes when working, and there should be no
styles remain neat, tidy,
loose strands dangling either side of the face; this rule
business-like and natural
protects eyesight and prevents hair from becoming
looking.
entangled or catching fire in practical lessons.
•
Natural looking dye may be
• Short hair to be of a uniform length (not stepped or
used, but streaks and extreme
significantly shorter at the back and sides than on the top).
colour (eg peroxide, jet black
It must not be shorter than a ‘number two.’ Students must
etc) are not permitted.
not shave any decorative patterns, such as “tram lines” into
• Boys may wear a neat beard
their hair. It must not hang across the face, obscuring the
or moustache, but no stubble.
eyes.
• Students must stay clean shaven once it becomes necessary
to shave

Coats
Coats must be a plain dark colour. Denim, leather and paramilitary style coats are specifically prohibited,
as are coats with any logos or obvious branding. Expensive coats of any style are strongly discouraged.
Coats should have no logos, adornments or labelling although reflective strips are strongly encouraged
for those walking to school. ‘Hoodies’ or sports jackets are not to be worn as coats and must not be worn
under blazers
Outdoor coats must not be worn inside the academy buildings during the academy day. They may be
worn outside at lunch-times and breaks in the colder weather. At Bede North coats should be hung up
tidily in tutor rooms, or stored in school bags They must not be carried around the academy building,
unless inside the student’s school bag. (coats may only be hung in classroom tambour units at Bede
South).
Bags
By carrying a sensible school bag, students can ensure that books and other equipment are well looked
after and in a fit state for work. They must therefore be robust and big enough to carry something as
large as an A4 folder. They must not be flimsy or expensive as they will have to withstand daily use and
may be damaged if they are not strong. For Health and Safety reasons, students carrying shoulder bags
must purchase one with two shoulder straps as this spreads the weight evenly across the shoulders,
especially when the students are young and the bags are heavy.
Bags must be plain black. Bags must have no obvious branding or logos (other than the Bede Academy
badge) and they must be minimal in size. Each bag should be clearly marked in order to be easily
identified. Bags should not be adorned with “pom poms” or other decorative embellishments in the
Secondary Years. However, Primary students are permitted one attachment to identify their bag, such
as a keyring.
Nursery and Reception students will use a green book bag (available from the Bede Academy Uniform
shop).
For KS1/KS2 students Bede Academy back packs are used (with or without reflective piping) and are
available from the Bede Academy Uniform Shop in two sizes. Plain black backpacks, with or without
reflective piping, but without logos are also permitted.
PE bags
A second bag must be provided for PE kit especially as this will keep potentially damp/dirty clothes away
from books. Drawstring bags, such as those provided by sports shops, are not acceptable. These bags
should also be sturdy and of an appropriate size. No graffiti or badges are allowed on any bags although
reflective strips are encouraged for those who walk to school.
a) Primary: Students are to use the green drawstring PE bag which is available from the Bede
Academy Uniform Shop. This bag is also to be used for swimming kit in KS2.
b) Secondary: PE bags can be stored in tutor room cubby holes when not needed. Students are only
permitted access to tutor rooms during morning registration, and afternoon registration time, as
well as at the end of the academy day. They must therefore plan when they need to carry their
sports kit bags, on the days when they have PE.

Hats, Scarves and Gloves
Scarves, gloves and winter hats may be worn in the colder weather; only plain, dark coloured (green,
navy, black) items are permitted, and must not be worn inside the academy building. Character and
novelty garments are prohibited. Caps are permitted at Bede South. They must be plain, dark coloured
caps without logos. Dark green with or without the Bede logo and with or without a neck flap are
available from the Bede Academy Uniform shop.
Make-up and Jewellery (Reception – Year 11)
The wearing of Jewellery and make-up is forbidden for all students from Reception through to the end of
Year 11. Students are encouraged to be comfortable in their own skin, without the need to embellish or
cover up perceived flaws.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make-up, including fake tan, tinted moisturisers or any product which alters the colour or tone of the
skin, is not permitted, and neither are tattoos or henna patterns.
Jewellery, including body piercings and ear expanders, are not permitted, neither are clear studs, used
as retainers for recent piercings.
Students are permitted to wear a simple watch, to tell the time, but are not allowed smart watches
and should not bring expensive watches into the academy.
Eyebrows should not be shaved, waxed or tinted, nor embellished with “tram lines”
Fashion accessories such as nail, hair or eyelash extensions are not permitted.
Nail polish must not be worn, except in sixth form, where subtle tones of varnish are allowed.
Hair bobbles and elastic bands are not to be worn as bracelets. Clear lip balms may be used, if
required, but must not be applied during lesson time.

Make up and Jewellery – Sixth Form
• Girls may wear a single ring, a single discreet gold or silver chain with a pendant (which must also be
discreet), a small matching stud in each ear lobe and a slender gold or silver bracelet. Boys may wear
a single ring.
• Body piercings (except the above), tattoos and ear expanders are not permitted, including clear
plastic retainers in piercing holes.
• Subtle tones of nail polish are permitted for girls, but not false nails or non-natural colours
• Girls may wear make-up provided it is tasteful and discreet.
b) Educational Visits Dress code
When on educational visits, students are acting as ambassadors for Bede Academy, and thus high
standards of behaviour and appearance are expected. There will be occasions where it is appropriate on
a visit for students to be in their own clothes, given that their uniform will not be suitable for certain
activities. Visit leaders will provide guidance regarding appropriate clothing for the particular visit, but
the following principles must be adhered to:
1. Students must not wear logos or slogans that might cause offence.

2. Tops which support a football or rugby team are not permitted, nor other promotional sports
team clothing.
3. Clothing which is revealing or too tightly fitted is not permitted; students should dress with
modesty at all times.
4. Educational visits are not a fashion parade, and students should be encouraged to leave
expensive items or particularly favourite items of clothing at home, especially when undertaking
outdoor activities.
5. Jewellery and make up are not permitted.
6. For residential visits, items of clothing should all be labelled with the student’s name.

Sportswear
Please see style guides in the appendices:
•
•
•

Primary Years: Appendix 4
Secondary (Y7-11): Appendix 5
Sixth Form (Y12-13): Appendix 6

In September 2020, the new PE kit, outlined below, was rolled out to new y7 students. All students in
Year 8 and above are expected to have fully moved to the new kit by September 2021. The new kit
comprises an easy-wash sports top that will last and look smart, and will be easy to look after. There is
not be a separate indoor/outdoor kit or a separate winter/summer divide, but students can layer up or
down the basic kit in order to suit the variable weather conditions and their own preferences
compulsory
1. Bede Academy sports t-shirt for
indoor and outdoor use *
2. Black shorts or skort *
3. Bede Academy Green PE socks * OR
plain black ankle socks (indoor use
only)
4. Plain black trainers, for indoor and
outdoor use.
5. Studded boots for rugby or hockey
(only for rugby / hockey season)

optional
1. Plain black skins for wear under
shorts / under t-shirt (for additional
warmth / trampolining). Bede
Academy PE leggings may also be
used as a Base Layer.
2. Mid-layer fleece for additional
layering *.

*can only be purchased through Bede Uniform Shop

PE Footwear
From September 2020, secondary students will only be required to purchase ONE pair of trainers for PE,
for both indoor and outdoor use. The trainer is to be plain black, with minimal branding or logos, and
must have non-marking soles (please see style guide for further details). Given that it is to be used both
indoors and outdoors, students are responsible for ensuring that their footwear is to be kept clean.

In addition, at certain times of the year, students will be required to wear rugby / hockey studded boots.
There are no stipulations regarding the colour or style of these; students may already own these for
sports’ clubs outside of the academy, and may bring these in for use in academy PE lessons, when
required. The PE department will give prior warning when studded boots will be needed.
(style guides are available on the academy website, and in the uniform shop, to provide additional
guidance regarding permitted styles)
Primary

Plain black plimsolls an option for indoors from Nursery to Year 2.
See below for trainers.

Primary and Secondary
Plain black trainers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black soles
No obvious branding
Non-marking soles
No obvious logos (can only be same colour as shoe)
Lace or Velcro fastening
Soles with appropriate grip for sporting activity
Proper support for toes (no open trainers or flimsy materials
such as mesh around the toes)
Must be kept clean for indoor use

Trainers are to have the same colour soles as the body of the shoe.
Logos are to be same colour only, and minimal in size.
PE trainers are to be fit for purpose, sturdy and supportive. Fashion canvas shoes are not
permitted for sports use.
Students must not bring in fashionwear or expensive trainers
Rugby boots will be required by certain groups, at certain times of the year. From September
2020, there is no stipulation regarding their colour or branding, recognising that many students
who play in clubs will already own these. Students are advised to refrain from bringing highly
expensive items into the academy.

Additional points regarding the PE uniform – All year groups:
•
•
•
•

•

PE kit must be carried in a separate bag to school books. See guidance in “Bags” section above.
Students are advised to wear a gumshield and shinpads for hockey/rugby, and shin pads when
playing football for their own safety.
Students attending an after-school sports club must wear their correct academy PE kit; other
sportswear is not permitted.
All students representing the academy on a team may, at the PE department’s discretion, wear
their own footwear geared to the specific sport (e.g. running spikes). This applies to both training
and matches, but not for PE lessons.
Students representing the academy in a sporting activity, must travel to and from the venue in
full uniform. If they are competing in fixtures outside of the academy where there are no
changing facilities, they may travel to and from the academy in their team kit, and are allowed to

•
•
•
•

•

•

wear a plain black tracksuit over the top, for warmth, or their academy team hoody. This applies
to the Bede Academy Sports Day.
Following evening sporting activities, students must leave the academy wearing full academy
uniform.
It is essential that all items of academy uniform (including Physical Education clothing) be clearly
labelled with the student’s name.
Showering facilities are available at Bede North for student use, if required.
In PE students are expected to bring kit to every lesson. If they have a medical reason why they
can not actively take part in the lesson they will still play a full role in the lesson either as a
coach/leader or organiser. For this reason it is vital they are dressed appropriately to do this and
are not made to feel or look any different to the rest of the class. Obviously this will not apply in
the very rare occasions when an injury makes changing impossible.
In the case of missing PE kit, the PE department (class teacher at Bede South) will endeavour to
loan replacement items of kit so that students can participate in practical lessons. Where this is
not possible, students will be required to remain with the class, in their full uniform, and to
undertake roles such as umpiring or score keeping. No student will be permitted to join in with
practical PE lessons in non-uniform sportswear. Students who persistently forget their kit / bring
the incorrect kit with them, will be removed from PE lessons and required to work in the
Learning Centre until the matter is resolved.
The academy reserves the right to prevent participation at Sports’ Day, or at other events where
they are representing the academy, if students are not wearing the correct kit.

Section 3) Taking Responsibility for Appearance
Tutors and teachers are keen to focus their energies on supporting learning and personal
development. Nobody wants to waste time correcting something which is easily addressed by
students or parents. The uniform rules help ensure clarity so it is important to read them and abide by
them. We have the following simple procedures in place which help to keep things right.

Primary years:
Uniform Sanctions Primary
Issue
Consequence
To be corrected
Hair style
1. 15 minute detention and letter
2. 15 minute detention (for a week) and letter

EYFS/KS1
✓
✓
✓

LKS2
✓

✓

3. 1 hour lunch detention and letter

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

4. Break and lunch detention for 1 day and letter
5. Break and lunch detention (for a week) and letter
6. Meeting with parents

Shoes

To be corrected
1. 15 minute detention
2. 15 minute detention and letter
3. 15 minute detention (for a week) and letter
4. 30 minute detention

UKS2
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

5. 45 minute detention

✓
✓

6. Meeting with parents

Skirt/Trousers

To be corrected
1. 15 minute detention
2. 15 minute detention and letter home
3. 15 minute detention (for a week) and letter
5. 45 minute detention

Missing PE Kit

First Warning
Second Warning
Third Warning
1. 15 minute detention
2. 30 minute detention

Other Uniform
Issue (to be
specified by
teacher)

To be corrected
1. 15 minute detention
2. 30 minute detention
3. 45 minute detention

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

4. 30 minute detention
6. Meeting with parents

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
-

4. Meeting with parents

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Secondary years:
Minor uniform issues, such as wearing make-up or having a tie which is worn much too short, will result
in the issue being immediately corrected and a corresponding sanction issued. The BLUE mark system is
used to record uniform infringements (“U”) and once 3 infringements have been recorded, detentions
will be set. These typically escalate for a repeat issue. See the sanction table below.
Uniform sanctions - Secondary
First incident
Second incident
Third incident
Fourth incident
Fifth incident
Sixth incident
Seventh incident

1 x BLUE mark
1 x BLUE mark and warning
1 hour detention
2 hour detention
meeting with parents
Saturday detention
Holiday detention

Uniform issues are recorded in student Study Files / diaries, and parents are required to sign these weekly
to indicate that they have seen it. Students will, however, receive a fresh start at the beginning of each
term, with regard to correctable uniform issues.
Where a uniform issue is not immediately correctable (eg. wearing wrong shoes / trainers), every attempt
will be made to correct the issue so that the student can remain in lessons. This might involve parents
being contacted to bring in the correct item, or an item being loaned to the student by the academy.

Until the issue has been corrected, the student will work away from their peers. The only exception to
this is where an adjustment is necessary for medical reasons, such as a foot injury. Where adjustments
are needed, parents should contact the academy by telephone or in writing, ideally in advance of the
student’s arrival.
For boys who grow their hair too long, a date will be given by which it must be corrected. If they have to
be reminded on a third occasion in the academic year, a letter will also be sent to parents reminding
them of academy expectations. If hair is cut too short, or has been dyed or permed, the student will be
asked to work in isolation until the matter is corrected. If this issue is repeated on a second or third
occasion, stronger sanctions will be put in place, in line with the Behaviour and Discipline policy (see
extract below):
Act

Sanction (secondary students)

Breach of Uniform - correctable

Immediate correction of the breach and parents involved. Nail varnish remover and make
up wipes available in the pastoral office. In some instances, you may be sent home to
correct the uniform breach (for example: wrong item of uniform, or to have a piercing
removed / extreme hairstyle corrected). You will be required to make up any missed time
after the end of the academy day. Alternatively, parents may be requested to bring in the
correct item of uniform and you will remain in the Learning Centre until corrected.
• You will work in the Learning Centre for a period of time.
• This is usually for one day, with a corresponding two hour Friday detention (dyed
hair, fake tan, unacceptable hair style etc.)
In extreme cases you may be required to remain in the Learning Centre until your
appearance is deemed to be appropriate to return to lessons.

Breach of Uniform – not correctable
(eg. Dyed hair / hair too short / dyed
eyebrows / piercing that cannot be
removed / fake tan / acrylic nails)

Section 4: Supporting details
a) Uniform availability
The requirements for uniform are outlined below, and are on the academy website, with certain items
only available from the academy uniform shop. The uniform is very competitively priced such that it is
generally affordable, and sourced for its durability.
Discretionary support is available from the academy Hardship Fund, which parents may apply for and for
which they will be required to provide evidence of hardship. Vouchers are provided for all eligible parents
when students join the academy in Year 7. We also keep a second-hand uniform stock in the Pastoral area,
and this is used to provide support for replacing uniform items, thereby further reducing costs to parents
and carers.
The Bede Academy Uniform Shop is located within the Secondary Years’ site, and has moved to an online
service. It supplies uniforms for students throughout the 3-18 age range of the academy. The shop is
operated by EAS Schoolwear, the not-for-profit trading arm of Emmanuel Schools Foundation. They work
directly with the UKs leading schoolwear suppliers to provide quality-led, ethically-sourced uniform at the
best-possible price. Items can be posted out to home addresses, for a small delivery cost, or collected
from Reception at either Bede North or Bede South.

b) Accountability and Review
Application of the Policy on Uniform is a responsibility of the Principals of the Primary and Secondary
sites, which is primarily delegated to the Vice Principal and also Assistant Vice Principal (Pastoral), and
with all staff being responsible for its adherence. There is a close link between the professional
appearance of staff (with expectations detailed in the Staff Handbook) and successful application of the
Uniform Policy for students, with understanding and communication of the underlying principles being
essential to students and to parents.
The policy on uniform will be formally reviewed every four years, with interim review at either Principal’s
discretion as in the case of all policies.
In all instances where a uniform enforcement is disputed, the Primary or Secondary Principal’s decision is
final.
Appendices:
1. Daywear guide Primary
2. Daywear guide Secondary (from Year 6-11)
3. Daywear guide Sixth Form
4. Sportswear guide Primary
5. Sportswear guide Secondary
6. Sportswear guide Sixth Form
7. Caring for your sixth form suit
8. Purchasing guide
9. New starter purchasing guide
10. New Sixth former purchasing guide

Appendix 1: Primary Years Daywear guide

Appendix 2: Years 6-11 Daywear Guide

Appendix 3: Sixth Form day wear

Appendix 4: Primary Sports’ wear

Appendix 5 Secondary Sports’ wear

Appendix 6: Sixth Form Sports’ wear

Appendix 7: Sixth Form Suit Care guide:

Sixth Form “Aspire” Suit – Care Guide
The “Aspire” suits sold by EAS Schoolwear are supplied by Banner, one of the UK’s leading uniform
brands. Emmanuel Schools Foundation have selected these suits for a number of reasons:
•
• They meet the exacting uniform requirements of Emmanuel Schools Foundation, yet may also
be used for interviews for universities, colleges and the workplace
•
• They are specifically tailored to be used by Sixth Form students, both in terms of fit and
durability
•
• They offer a standard design that remains the same from one year to the next – perfect for
uniform
•
• We believe that these suits offer the best balance of price and quality that we have found in
the marketplace
However, unlike our blazers (which are designed for heavy-duty wear), suits need a greater degree of
TLC to get the best out of them. In short, the better you look after them, the longer they will last.
We hope the following points will help you get the most from your new suit.
1 Choose the right size
These suits are not designed to be figure-hugging. Jackets will stress at the shoulders, elbows and back if
they are too tight. Skirts will split at the seam / zips will fail / lining will sag if you wear a size that is too
small or if you roll the skirt at the waist. The skirt is designed to sit on the hips, not the waist.
2 Cleaning instructions
The Aspire Suits are all machine-washable:
•
• Wash like-colours together on a 40 degree (reduced) wash cycle
•
• Don’t use fabric softeners with these products
•
• Don’t overload the machine. Remove garments as soon as the cycle ends (to reduce creasing)
Once garments are removed:
•
• Place the jacket on a hanger and straighten seams & lapels. Trousers should be folded onto the
natural crease over the hanger.
•
• Allow garments to dry naturally. Do not tumble dry.
•
• Never iron directly onto the fabric. This will cause shine or glazing. Use a 1 or 2-dot setting and
place a lint-free cloth between the iron and the fabric. A steam-function iron will help remove creases
from jacket sleeves & lapels.
3 ….and finally
The purchase of additional trousers/skirts – used in rotation – will also lengthen the lifespan of the
overall suit.

Appendix 8: Purchasing guide:

Appendix 9: New starter purchasing guide

Appendix 10: New Sixth former purchasing guide

